Final Project Proposal as Appendix A

The final project proposal should be listed as Appendix A. The Appendix A title page should have this heading:

APPENDIX A

FINAL PROJECT PROPOSAL

The page number should come at the bottom center of the appendix title page just like on previous pages where you have a chapter heading.

All other pages of the appendix should have the continuing pagination of the Project report in the top right in brackets. Ex.[89] You should keep the original pagination in its same place on the page. DO NOT CHANGE the original pagination at all.

The continuing pagination will come in brackets next to or below the original pagination on pages where the original pagination is at the top of the page. Ex. 3[58]

In order to post the continuing pagination of the project report, you probably will have to enter the page number manually on each page although some programs will allow you to create new format settings which will enable you to insert the page numbers more easily.